
Complacency to Congruency: 



Hedghog 
Concept

u What are you best in the world 
at? 

u What is your economic engine? 

u What are you most passionate 
about? 

uAll 3 aligned your company goes 
from good to Magical Greatness



Culture clarity is King:
1) The tribe knows, AGREES and are passionate about why your school exists 

2) The Tribe is crystal clear and embraces all behavioural values 

3) The leaders are clear and aligned around a strategy that helps them define 
winning the war, and differentiate from competition. 

4) The leadership team has a collective sense of ownership for that goal and they 
WANT to rally and win by achieving that goal 

5) Leadership team understands and have each other’s back with one another’s roles 
and responsibilities. They are comfortable and transparent enough to ask questions 
about one another’s work. 

6) The elements of the organization’s clarity are concisely summarized and 
consistently reinforced and reminded. Always being reviewed and sometimes re-
innovated by the leadership team. 



5 Enemies of Tribal Treachery: 

1)Poor COMMUNICATION 

2)GOSSIP 

3)Unresolved Disagreement 

4)LACK of shared Purpose 

5)Sanctioned Incompetence



Know your score to win the Superbowl!
Clear definition of what winning is to your team!



Logo Evolution:



Mega Branding:



OMAC CONSISTENCY

OMAC Burlington 

OMAC Tra
falgar 



OMAC CONSISTENCY:

OMAC NEYAGAWA OMAC VAUGHAN



Rise and Grind Ritual:
6 days a week discipline and will cycle each day:  

The first 30min I always shoot hoops or go on the treadmill for about 20min minimum 
 
1st week: 

legs, chest, back, shoulders, triceps/biceps then reset again. 
 
8-9 sets each day each exercise  

2nd week: 
I do a the same format with regards to muscle groups  

cycling like circuit training 3 exercises 1 time 

breaks are short and only do 4 sets per exercise. 
 
Back to week 1!



Facebook : Harrison Chan, Toronto 

Instagram: HarrisonOMAC 


